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MANIFESTATION OF DISSIPATION AND COMPRESSIBILITYIN THE EXPERIMENTS ON QUANTUM CAVITATIONS. N. Burmistrov, L. B. Dubovskii*Russian Researh Centre �Kurhatov Institute�123182, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 23 Marh 2000Cavitation in the liquid helium isotopes of 3He and 4He is onsidered. It is shown that the dissipative proessesplay an important role in the growth of the stable phase nuleus in the normal liquid 3He. This leads to the lakof the quantum behavior of avitation in this system down to 2 mK, whih is in ontrast to the thermal-quantumrossover in the avitation of the super�uid 4He at 600 mK. Below 180 mK, the dissipative 3He kinetis is ofthe Knudsen type. The high value 600 mK for the transition into the quantum kineti behavior in 4He is relatedto the ompressibility of a liquid, whih, in partiular, leads to a notieable emission of sound with avitation.The reent experiments on quantum avitation in the liquid helium isotopes 3He and 4He are disussed.PACS: 64.60.Qb, 47.55.Bx, 67.20.+k1. INTRODUCTIONAt low temperatures, the �rst-order phase transi-tion assoiated with the formation of droplets of a sta-ble phase ours via quantum tunneling through thepotential barrier originating from the positive inter-faial tension between the phases. Suh marosopiunderbarrier motion is assoiated with the �ow of themetastable �uid towards the droplet due to the massdi�erene between the stable and metastable liquids [1℄.The growth of the droplet in the metastable phase isalso aompanied by the dissipative e�ets due to thelak of equilibrium in the medium during the dropletevolution [2℄. The diret experimental observations ofthe dissipation e�ets aompanying the kinetis of the�rst-order phase transition are absent so far.Reently, there was performed an experiment on thekinetis of the �rst-order phase transition at the avita-tion in super�uid 4He [3℄ and normal liquid 3He [4℄. Inthe experiment [5℄, the large pressure osillations in he-lium are produed by fousing ultrasoni waves at theenter of the ell that has four windows providing anoptial aess in the two perpendiular diretions. The*E-mail: dubovski�kurn.polyn.kiae.su

method is used to obtain the negative pressure regionin the bulk of the liquid in order to avoid the surfaenuleation. The avitation is found to be a stohastiproess. A signi�ant avitation rate is observed nearthe spinodal pressure.The investigation of avitation has a long his-tory. First of all, this involves the investigation of therossover from thermal to quantum behavior. Aord-ing to the �rst estimates [6℄ of the avitation rates atwhih bubbles nuleate in a liquid 4He, it has beenexpeted that quantum nuleation should dominateover the thermally ativated one at temperatures be-low � 0:3 K and that for this temperature range, thepressure providing a notieable nuleation rate or thetensile strength should be about P � �15 atm. Later,Maris and Xiong [7℄ attrated one's attention to thepossibility that before this pressure an be ahieved,the liquid 4He beomes unstable against the long wave-length density �utuations one the square of the soundveloity beomes negative. The extrapolations of thesound veloity into the negative pressure range andsome numerial alulations suggest that the sound ve-loity at the pressure P vanishes as(P ) / (P � P)�with the exponent � lose to 1=3 � 1=4. The ritial885



S. N. Burmistrov, L. B. Dubovskii ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 118, âûï. 4 (10), 2000pressure P, i.e., the pressure at the spinodal point, wasestimated as P = �(8�9) atm at absolute zero for 4He.For liquid 3He, it was expeted that P = �(2�3) atm[8℄. Aording to [9℄, the rossover temperature T �from thermal to quantum behavior must be about125 mK for 3He and 220 mK for 4He. The analysisis based only on the thermodynami properties of 3Heand 4He, i.e., on the hemial potentials and surfae en-ergies. The kineti properties of the system (relaxationproesses) were not involved.The above result for T � was also supported bythe desription of homogeneous and unhomogeneousstates of liquid helium within the density-funtionalmethod [10℄. In addition, the liquid-vapor phase di-agram in 3He and 4He was analyzed with the help ofthis method [10℄ in the viinity of the spinodal line.The spinodal pressures P = �9 atm for liquid 4Heand P = �(2�3) atm for liquid 3He were found. AMonte Carlo simulation of the ritial behavior of liquid4He at negative pressure in the viinity of the spinodalurve [11℄ was performed.The dissipation [2℄ and sound emission [12℄ stronglya�et the underbarrier nuleation kinetis [13℄. Re-ently, the dissipation e�ets in liquid 3He have alsobeen onsidered within the density-funtional methodusing the hydrodynami desription for the metastable�uid [14℄.The nuleation of bubbles in 4He at negative pres-sures and temperatures down to 65 mK is studied ex-perimentally [5℄. The results are onsistent with theidea that the nuleation is a result of the quantum tun-neling through the potential barrier below 0.6 K. Thequantum nuleation of bubbles ours at the negativepressure P = �9:23 bar, whih is lose to the spinodalpressure, i.e., although only 0.29 bar above. For thenormal 3He, although the observed avitation thresholdis smaller and agrees with the predition P = �3:1 bar,the results are too preliminary to assert the quantumregime of the avitation above 40 mK.Here, we emphasize two points that permit us tounderstand the disagreement between theory [9℄ andexperiment [5℄. First of all, it is the energy dissipationduring the underbarrier motion of a nuleus of the sta-ble phase in the normal 3He that redues the quantumnuleation rate. The seond point is that the exper-iments are performed near the spinodal line and thesound veloity vanishes at P = P. In this ase, the ki-neti energy of a growing bubble K falls down and therossover temperature T � inreases [12; 13℄. This maybe one of reasons why T � equals 0.6 K in 4He [4; 5℄ andnot 0.2 K as predited in [7℄.

2. DISSIPATION AND SOUND EMISSION INTHE THEORY OF QUANTUM CAVITATIONWe disuss the rate at whih the bubbles an nu-leate via quantum �utuations in the normal 3He andsuper�uid 4He at negative pressures and su�iently lowtemperatures. The energy dissipation due to visosityand the sound emission due to ompressibility of a �uidare involved in the bubble growth kinetis. Owing tovisosity, the quantum avitation kinetis in 3He di�ersqualitatively from that in 4He and orresponds to thedissipative tunneling in the overdamped regime. Theompressibility results in inreasing the avitation rateand is essential in both liquids, espeially, for the smallritial bubbles that are responsible for the experimen-tally observable rates of the quantum avitation.Usually, all the alulations of the avitation rateand tensile strength in the region of the quantum tun-neling regime have been performed within the frame-work of the Lifshits�Kagan theory [1℄ of the �rst-orderphase transitions. However, this theory neglets theompressibility of the metastable liquid; in other words,the sound veloity is taken to be in�nite in the liquid.Clearly, a more realisti theory of the quantum avita-tion must involve the e�et of the �nite ompressibility,espeially, in the losest viinity of the instability pointat whih the sound veloity vanishes.To investigate quantum-mehanial tunneling be-tween the metastable and stable states of a ondensedmedium and to alulate the rate at whih avities nu-leate, we use the formalism based on the �nite a-tion solutions (instantons) of equations ontinued tothe imaginary time. This approah [15℄, elaborated fordesribing quantum-mehanial tunneling in the sys-tems with a marosopi number of degrees of freedom,was used for inorporating the in�uene of energy dissi-pation in a metastable ondensed medium on the quan-tum kinetis of the �rst-order phase transitions at lowtemperatures [2℄.The rate of the quantum nuleation an be writ-ten as �(T ) = �0(T ) exp (�S(T )=~) (1)where the prefator �0 is the rate at whih avitation isattempted per unit volume and unit time. Aordingto the general notions of the nuleation kinetis, theprefator �0 an be evaluated approximately as an at-tempt frequeny �0 multiplied by the number of entersat whih the independent avitation events an our.In its turn, the exponent S is the ritial value ofthe e�etive Eulidean ation [2℄886



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 118, âûï. 4 (10), 2000 Manifestation of Dissipation and Compressibility : : :
Seff [R� ℄ = �~=2Z��~=2 d� "U(R� ) + 12M(R� )�dRd� �2#++ 14� �~=2ZZ��~=2 d� d� 0 (�T )2~2 sin2 [�T (� � � 0)=~℄ �� [D(R� ; R� 0)� C(R� ; R� 0)℄ ; (2)where � = T�1 is the inverse temperature. Thepath R(�), whih is de�ned in the imaginarytime � , satis�es the periodi boundary onditionsR(��~=2) = R(�~=2). It should be emphasized thatall parameters of the e�etive ation are unambigu-ously assoiated with the orresponding parameters inthe lassial equation of growth,U 0(R) + �1(R) _R +M(R)�� " �R+ 12 M 0(R)M(R) _R2#� �3(R)�� "���R +32 �03(R)�3(R) �R _R+ 12  �003 (R)�3(R) � �023 (R)2�23(R)! _R3#++ ::: = 0: (3)The orrespondene an readily be settled by analyt-ially ontinuing (j!nj ! �i!) the Euler�Lagrangeequation (ÆSeff=ÆR� = 0) for the e�etive ation to realtime, whih gives the lassial equation of growth. Thesubstitution j!nj ! �i! of the Matsubara frequenieswith the real ones must be performed in the frequenyrepresentation of the orresponding equations.In the lassial equation (3) for the growth of the su-perritial droplet, we assume the limit of a low growthrate of the droplet and expand the rate in powers ofthe growth rate. The growth rate-independent termorresponds to the potential energy of the bubble. Theterm that is linear in the growth rate desribes the en-ergy dissipation, the seond-order term orresponds tothe kineti energy of the droplet, and the third-orderterm an be attributed to the sound emission with thehange of the bubble volume. Thus, it is lear thatthe �rst two terms in Eq. (2) an be referred to as thepotential energy U(R� ) and the kineti energy withthe mass M(R� ) of the bubble. The other terms arenonloal in time and are due to the energy dissipationD(R� ; R� 0 ) during the bubble growth and the soundemission C(R� ; R� 0 ) originating from the �nite om-

pressibility. The energy dissipation is onneted withthe vortex 1(R) [2; 13℄ asD(R� ; R� 0 ) = (1(R� )� 1(R� 0 ))2 (4)and 1(R) is unambiguously determined by the fritionoe�ient �1(R) = (�1(R)=�R)2: (4a)We would like to make an important remark onern-ing the behavior of the frition oe�ient �1(R) as afuntion of the bubble radius and temperature. In thehydrodynami approximation, the bubble radius mustbe muh larger than the mean free path l(T ) of exi-tations in the medium surrounding the bubble. Sinethe mean free path inreases rapidly at low tempera-tures, in partiular, l(T ) / 1=T 2 for 3He, the rossoverfrom the hydrodynami R� l regime to the ballisti orKnudsen regime with R� l must our. Depending onwhether the hydrodynami or ballisti regime ours,we arrive at the general expression for the frition o-e�ient �1(R), �1(R) = 16��Rf(R=l);where � is the visosity oe�ient andf(x) = ( 1; x� 1;ax; x� 1 (4b)is a dimensionless funtion of the ratio of the bubbleradius to the mean free path of exitations in the liquid.The numerial fator a is of the order of unity, dependson the spei� features of the interation of exitationswith the bubble surfae, and an be alulated expli-itly using the kineti equation.It should be noted that the frition oe�ient �1(R)in the ballisti R� l regime is independent of the meanfree path l(T ) sine � � �l, where � is the density ofthe liquid. In this ase, 1(R) does not depend on thetemperature 1(R) =p4�a�=l R2: (5)This ballisti regime with the temperature-independent1(R) is the only possible underbarrier motion of thenuleus beause the opposite ase where R > l impliesa large ritial radius R within the whole range oftemperatures outside a lose viinity of T�. The largeritial radius R leads to a negligible deay rate of themetastable liquid and to the impossibility of reordingit experimentally. Thus, for the underbarrier motion ofthe avity, we an always assume the validity of Eq. (5).887



S. N. Burmistrov, L. B. Dubovskii ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 118, âûï. 4 (10), 2000The seond nonloal term in (2),C(R� ; R� 0 ) = ��3(R� )�� � �3(R� 0 )�� 0 �2 ; (6)is responsible for the exitation and emission of soundwaves in the ourse of the underbarrier growth of a bub-ble and 3(R) is determined by the kineti oe�ient�3(R), �3(R) = (�3(R)=�R)2:The orresponding oe�ient �3(R) is given by�3(R) = 4�� R4;whih leads to 3(R) = 23r�� R3: (7)It is interesting to note that in ontrast to the termwith the Ohmi dissipation D(R� ; R� 0) related to thedissipative funtion that is proportional to the squareof the �rst-order time derivative, the term C(R� ; R� 0)due to the �nite ompressibility of the �uid mediumgives a negative ontribution into the e�etive ation(Eq. (2)). This results in enhaning the quantum nu-leation rate ompared with the one alulated in theframework of the Lifshits�Kagan model [1℄ of an inom-pressible �uid. Some hints for this onlusion an beseen from the fat that the �niteness of the sound velo-ity on�nes the region of the bubble environment thatan be disturbed and set into motion. The size of thisregion is approximately equal to � = � , where � is atypial time of growth. In some sense, one an say thatthe total kineti energy of the �uid �owing away fromthe expanding bubble beomes smaller than for the in-ompressible �uid where the perturbation indued bythe formation of the bubble extends instantaneously tothe in�nity.The kineti energy an be desribed in terms of thevariable mass of the bubbleM(R) = 4��R3: (8)It an be attributed to the kineti energy of the �uidthat �ows away from the bubble. In the ase of avita-tion, the potential energy an be represented asU(R) = 4�3 PR3 + 4��R2; (8a)where � is the liquid�gas surfae tension.Equations (1) and (2) with the oe�ients (4)�(8)allow us to alulate the rate of the underbarrier mo-tion of the bubble. It should be emphasized that all

parameters of the e�etive ation are unambiguouslyassoiated with the orresponding parameters in thelassial equation of growth (3).3. THE MANIFESTATION OFCOMPRESSIBILITY IN THE EXPERIMENTON QUANTUM CAVITATION INSUPERFLUID 4HeReently [5℄, avitation was studied in super�uid4He and normal liquid 3He experimentally. The inves-tigation of avitation in these liquids is related to thepossibility of avoiding impurities, whih usually mani-fest themselves as enters of avitation. On the otherhand, these liquids have essentially di�erent properties,namely, 4He is a super�uid liquid and 3He is a normalvisous Fermi liquid in the experimental range of tem-peratures from 40 to 1000 mK. The avitation proessis indued by sound pulses at a frequeny ! lose to1 MHz and is foused in the enter of the experimentalell. The pulses reate osillations of the loal pressureabout several bars around the stati pressure. The typ-ial size of the aousti fous is � 0:12 mm and the sizeof the experimental ell is 8 mm. The above-mentionedlimiting temperature 40 mK is onneted with thermalradiation due to these sound pulses with a short dura-tion between 30 and 70�s and the repetition rate withinthe range 0.1�1 Hz.The avitation proess is observed to be stohasti.For the invariant temperature and pressure parame-ters, some sound pulses of a given amplitude produethe avitation and some pulses of the same amplitudedo not. Applying several sound pulses and ountingthe number of avitation events, one an determinethe probability � of avitation as a funtion of theapplied voltage and temperature. Aording to [5℄, itis obtained that the avitation probability in 4He de-pends on temperature only above about 400 mK. Oneof the di�ulties in interpreting the experiment is re-lated to the fat that the maximum of the sound atten-uation exists in the system in this temperature range.An inrease of the sound attenuation has the onse-quene that a larger voltage is needed to produe thesame pressure swing at the aousti fous where avi-tation ours. After the orretion, the avitation volt-age is found to be independent of the temperature upto 600 mK. Above this temperature, the voltage de-reases as T inreases, orresponding to a thermallyativated nuleation. This experimental result an beinterpreted as a rossover from the quantum avitationbelow 600 mK to the thermally ativated avitation. Itshould be emphasized [5℄ that the stohasti behavior of888



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 118, âûï. 4 (10), 2000 Manifestation of Dissipation and Compressibility : : :the nuleation proess ombined with the temperature-independent behavior of the voltage at whih the av-itation ours is in ontrast to the assumption thatthe spinodal pressure is ahieved, beause this pressureannot result in the stohasti behavior of the avita-tion proess.There is one more di�ulty in interpreting the ex-periment. The temperature of the ell that is measuredin the experiment [5℄ may be di�erent from the tem-perature in the fous where the avitation ours. Thepoint is that the aousti wave is adiabati in the �rstapproximation, and onsequently, the temperature andthe pressure osillates at the fous. Within the adia-batiity assumption, the temperature in the fous ofthe sound wave an readily be estimated [5℄. At thetemperatures below 0.7 K, phonons make the dominantontribution into the entropy per unit mass [16℄,S � Sph = 2�2T 345�33 : (9)In the isentropi proess, the temperature is thereforeproportional to the sound veloity . It is found exper-imentally [5℄ that near the spinodal at P = �9:23 bar,the sound veloity is 74 m/s, whih is by the fator 3lower than at zero pressure ( = 238 m/s). As a result,the loal instantaneous temperature T must be reduedat the fous by the same fator 3 with respet to thestati temperature Tstat of the ell [5℄.This interpretation is onsistent only if the follow-ing two onditions are ful�lled. The �rst ondition isrelated to the well-known fat that the nonlinear e�etsarise very early in an alternating �eld [17℄. The typial�eld in whih the nonlinear e�ets arise is proportionalto the exponential V = ~V expf!�0g; (10)where ! is the sound frequeny, �0 is a typial time ofthe underbarrier motion and V is the sound amplitude.In the experiment [5℄, ! = 1 MHz and in the experi-mentally analyzed viinity of the spinodal line, �0 anbe estimated as �0 = 10�10 s�1. Thus, in the experi-ment range where !�0 � 1, the nonlinear e�ets an benegleted. The seond ondition is muh more severe,meaning that T entering Eq. (9) follows loal variationsof the pressure in spae and time in the sound wave.The onditions an be represented as!� � 1 or l � �: (11)These onditions are essentially equivalent. The se-ond inequality an be obtained from the �rst by mul-tiplying it by the sound veloity . The seond on-dition means that the sound wavelength � must be

muh larger than the mean free path l. In the ex-periment [5℄, the opposite ondition is ful�lled withinthe entire temperature range. The size of the aoustifous is � 0:12 mm and this distane is muh less thanthe mean free path lph for the phonon�phonon satter-ing, whih equals 1.3 mm at 0.7 K. Aording to [16℄,��1ph � 6 � 106T 7 s (with T measured in K), lph ' �ph,with the value  = 74 m/s near the spinodal line usedin the estimate. Moreover, lph inreases as T�7 withlowering the temperature and beomes about 15 mm atT = 0:5 K, whih exeeds the size of the experimentalell of 8 mm. The other sattering proesses, in par-tiular, the phonon�roton and roton�roton satterings,are ine�ient at low temperature for the relaxation toloal equilibrium beause of freezing rotons. Thus, theloal temperature T in the sound wave annot followthe variations of the pressure in the sound wave in thisrange of temperatures, with the entropy S in Eq. (9)being onserved. The loal temperature in the fousof the sound wave is therefore equal to the tempera-ture outside the fous, i.e., T � = 0:6 K at the rossoverpoint from thermal to quantum behavior of the kinetisof bubble nuleation.We are now able to ompare the thermal�quantumrossover temperature T � obtained experimentally withthe alulations. We start from the simplest esti-mate that an be obtained from the �rst two termsof Eq. (2). These two terms are the potential and ki-neti energy of the growing avity and orrespond tothe Lifshits�Kagan analysis [1℄. In the ase of avita-tion the rossover temperature redues to the followingequation with the known parameters:T � = 256~405�p6 jP j3=2�p� : (12)The substitution of the 4He data � = 0:095 g/m3,� = 0:37 erg/m2, and the experimental valueP = �9:5 bar near the spinodal line gives T � = 0:15 K.The estimate used is a thin-wall approximation wherethe bubble is assumed to have a sharp surfae of theradius R forming the boundary between an empty in-terior and the bulk liquid surrounding the bubble. Amore elaborate alulation for the bubbles of the radiusthat is omparable with the interfae thikness [9℄ usesthe density-funtional approximation for the energy ofthe metastable liquid and gives T � = 0:2 K. The in-signi�ant di�erene between these two approximationsis not surprising beause they both are based on thesame value of the surfae energy � [1; 9℄. The di�er-ene between these two opposite estimates is less thanthe experimental value, whih, as is emphasized, shouldbe taken as T � = 0:6 K instead of T � = 0:2 K that was889



S. N. Burmistrov, L. B. Dubovskii ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 118, âûï. 4 (10), 2000assumed in [5℄. The results are insensitive to the in-lusion of the third term D(R� ; R� 0) in Eq. (2) thatdesribes dissipation beause the dissipation in 4He isnegligible at low temperatures. Moreover, this leads tolowering T � and to a deviation of its value from the ex-perimental result T � = 0:6 K. But the term involvingC(R� ; R� 0) in Eq. (2) leads to the opposite and impor-tant e�et of inreasing T �. If we onsider the termwith C(R� ; R� 0) in Eq. (2) as a perturbation, we ob-tain the following expression for e�etive ation Seff inEq. (2) in the low-temperature limit:Seff = 5p2�216 (��)1=2R7=2 �1� 49r 2��R � ;R = 3�jP j : (13)This expression di�ers from that for Seff in [1℄ only bythe fator (1 � _R=), where _R = (2=3)5=2(jP j=�)1=2 isthe rate of the underbarrier growth of the avity. Sub-stituting the data � = 0:095 g/m3, P = �9:5 bar, and = 74 m/s, we obtain _R= = 0:48 and hene T � in-reases approximately twie and equals T � = 0:4K. Weassert that the tendeny of inreasing T � due to a �-nite ompressibility of 4He and the underbarrier soundemission during avitation is a reason for the high valueof T � observed experimentally. The manifestation ofthe phenomenon is strongly related to a high value ofthe ratio _R=, whih is about one half. The high value isdiretly related with the experimental onditions [3; 5℄of the avitation taking plae in the viinity of the spin-odal pressure. For P = 0, this ratio is only about 0:1.In any ase, more elaborated onsiderations should beused in analysing the phenomenon beause the leadingapproximation in _R= � 1 is assumed for the deriva-tion of Eq. (2).4. THE MANIFESTATION OF DISSIPATIONIN THE EXPERIMENT ON QUANTUMCAVITATION IN NORMAL FLUID 3HeWe now turn to the analysis of the experiments onquantum avitation in liquid 3He. 3He is a normalvisous Fermi liquid within the experimental range oftemperatures from 40 to 1000 mK [4℄. The simplestestimate for T � in Eq. (12) gives T � = 0:09 K for� = 0:054 g/m3, � = 0:16 erg/m2, and the pressureP = �3:1 bar near the spinodal of 3He. A more au-rate alulation for the bubbles of the radii omparablewith the interfae thikness uses the density-funtionalapproximation for the energy of the metastable liquidand gives T � = 0:125 K [9℄. However, the rossover to

the quantum behavior is not observed experimentallydown to T = 0:04 K [4℄.Both the above estimates are based on the �rst twoterms in the e�etive ation Seff in Eq. (2), whih in-lude only the potential and kineti energies in di�er-ent approximations and ignore the fat that liquid 3Heis a visous liquid. The visosity � behaves as T�2with the temperature sine 3He is a Fermi liquid and� � �vF lF , where � is the density of 3He, vF is theFermi veloity, and lF � vF �F is the mean free path.Here �F is the ollision time for exitations in the Fermiliquid and �F � D~"F =T 2, where "F is the Fermi en-ergy, D � (pF a0=~)�2 is a dimensionless oe�ient,and a0 is the sattering length [18℄. Using the ex-pression for the Fermi momentum pF = ~(3�2�=m)1=3and "F = p2F =2m�, with m being the mass of the3He atom and m� being the e�etive mass suh thatm�=m = 3:08, and substituting � = 0:054 g/m3 nearthe spinodal, we obtain pF =~ = 0:68 � 108 m�1. If weput D � 0:15, we obtain �F = 1:2 � 10�12T�2 s (withT expressed in K), whih di�ers from the value for �Fobtained from the visosity [16℄ only by the fator 1:3due to the di�erene between the density of 3He nearthe spinodal line (� = 0:054 g/m3) and the density� = 0:082g=m3 at pressure P = 0. For lF , we havelF ' A=T 2;A = ~4 3�22 �m�m ��2 D�m3 ;lF ' 0:5 � 10�8T�2m (T in K): (14)We see that lF is about 0.5 ÆA at the temperatureT = 1 K. In this ase, lF � R, beause R � 10 ÆAaording to [1℄ (see also the introdution to [19℄).With lowering the temperature, the mean free path lFgrows drastially as T�2 and lF beomes � 50 ÆA atT = 0:1 K for lF � R. Thus, within the tempera-ture range 1�0.1 K, the behavior of the nuleation ofbubbles varies from the hydrodynami type to the bal-listi one and we an introdue [2℄ the temperature Tlat whih the mean free is path lF ' R and the hy-drodynami nuleation type is replaed by the ballistione, Tl =pA=R: (15)For avitation in 3He near the spinodal, Tl = 0:18K. Atthis point, we go over from one type of the dissipationin the system to another one. Above T > Tl, the nule-ation is governed by the hydrodynami �ow of visousFermi liquid (4b) (with R=lF � 1) and for T < Tl theballisti propagation of exitations in the Fermi liquid890



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 118, âûï. 4 (10), 2000 Manifestation of Dissipation and Compressibility : : :ours (4b) (with R=lF � 1). For T > Tl, the visos-ity � enters the dissipation at the bubble nuleation.Inserting the above estimate into the expression for �,we obtain from [16℄ � = �0=T 2, with �0 � 10�6 pois.For T < Tl, the dissipation is governed by �=lF .We see that near the spinodal in 3He, Tl is higherthan T �, whih is about 0.1 K aording to the esti-mate without the dissipation proesses at nuleationare taken into aount. The involvement of dissipa-tion only redues T �. In any ase, therefore, the quan-tum avitation is aompanied by the dissipation ofthe Knudsen type. We an now ompare the value ofthe e�etive ation Seff , Eq. (2), in the dissipation-less ase (13) with the one involving the dissipation,Sdiss � �1R2 . For T < Tl (R=lF � 1), this ra-tio is q = Skin=Sdiss � 0:05(P=�)1=2v�1F � 0:08 forthe above-mentioned values P and � near the spin-odal of 3He. This estimate means that the growthof the bubble is aompanied by a strong dissipa-tion orresponding to the overdamped quantum regimeand the thermal-quantum rossover temperature isT � = ~U0=Sdiss, with U0 = (16=27)�R2 being theheight of the potential barrier. For the dissipation ofthe Knudsen type, we thus obtain T � asT � = s�1 m�35� ~pF P 2�� ; (16)where s is a oe�ient that depends only on the dissipa-tion type. In what follows, we see that for the ballistipropagation of exitations in the metastable environ-ment, s = sb � 1:2 and T � beomes about 2 mK. Notethat ~ does not enter the expression for T � in Eq. (16)beause pF =~ depends only on the density �, i.e., ap-proximately, pF =~ = (3�2�=m)1=3. The absene of ~in T � is related to the overdamped ballisti regime ofdissipation. In this ase, the dissipation is proportionalto �=l, whih is of the order �vF and is proportional to~. Thus, ~ does not enter T � beause of a purely quan-tum nature of the dissipation in the Fermi liquid. Aformal redution of the dissipation (~ ! 0) leads to adissipationless behavior where ~ enters again in T �.To determine sb, we an use only two terms of thee�etive ation Seff [R� ℄ in Eq. (2), namely, the poten-tial energy U(R� ) and the nonloal dissipative termD(R� ; R� 0), beause the term with the kineti energyis small in the ase of a strong dissipation and is pro-portional to q � 0:08. We an redue Seff [R� ℄ to the

dimensionless ation sb(t), f. [2℄,sb[x� ℄ = 1=2tZ�1=2t d�x2� (1� x� ) + �t24 �� 1=2tZ�1=2t d� 0 (x2� � x2� 0 )2sin2 [�t(� � � 0)℄ : (17)The numerial alulation of (17) gives s = sb � 1:2.5. CONCLUSIONSWe would like to emphasize the qualitative featurewhereby the normal liquid 3He di�ers from the super-�uid 4He [2℄, namely, the dissipation of energy in theourse of quantum avitation for normal 3He. In theabsene of the dissipation, only the kineti energy K ofthe motion of the metastable liquid governs the under-barrier dynamis of the growing bubble. The kinetienergy an be desribed in terms of the variable massof the bubble M(R) = 4��R3 as K = M _R2=2 [1℄. Theunderbarrier motion of the bubble in 4He orrespondsto the dynami motion indiated above if we disregardphonon exitations. Anyway, this is true at low temper-atures. In 3He, we must also take the visous motionof the normal Fermi liquid into aount. This leads tothe appearane of the term with the energy dissipationin the bubble expansion equation.The growth rate of the bubble is determined by theinterplay of the kineti energy K and the energy dissi-pation. It should be emphasized that there are no freeparameters in 3He that an determine the relative on-tribution of these two terms. The kineti energy K isof the order M(R) _R2=2 and should be ompared with�(R)R _R from the energy dissipation. The ratio of Kto the energy dissipation is of the order _R=vF � 1.The last ondition is onneted with the approximaterelation vF �  and vF di�ers from the sound veloity only by a numerial oe�ient of about 2=(p3�1=3).Our onsideration assumes the slow growth rate of thebubble, _R � . We would like to emphasize that thedynamis of the underbarrier motion of the bubble isgoverned by the energy dissipation power, rather thanby the kineti energy K. This implies the overdampedregime of quantum avitation. Aordingly, we havethe exponent �(R)R2 in the growth rate instead ofp2M(R)U(R) as in the absene of dissipation. Inaddition, �(R)R2 �p2M(R)U(R):891
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